
Genius 2311 

Chapter 2311 Giant Shark King! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

A deep sword vortex appeared above the door of true spirit Hall. Boundless water pressure gathered 

within it, causing the celestial Emperor sword to be under immense pressure. However, the celestial 

Emperor sword had already advanced to the rank of a heavenly weapon, so it was not afraid at all. 

"Gather sword intent!" 

Ye chen flew forward and grabbed the celestial Thearch sword's hilt with his right hand. With a sudden 

push, a vast power was infused into it. All the power rushed into ye Chen's sword along with the 

gathered sword intent. All that could be seen before him was destruction! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The endless sword Qi was destroyed, causing cracks to appear on the pressure formation of the true 

spirit Hall. 

Under the impact of the celestial Thearch sword's sword power, these cracks gradually grew larger and 

began to spread endlessly. In the end, the entire array collapsed completely and the door of true spirit 

Hall opened. 

As waves of profound Qi gushed out, demonic whale old man experienced an unprecedented amount of 

spiritual energy, almost kneeling on the ground. 

Ye chen took a deep breath. The various rules of the spirit energy emerged in his heart. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

As for the celestial Thearch sword, as the celestial Thearch's personal Natal weapon, it was naturally 

protected by the heavenly Dao. The moment the doors of the true spirit Hall opened, countless spirit Qi 

began to gather toward the celestial Thearch sword, quickly recovering the spirit Qi that had been 

consumed. 

"Demonic whale old man, did you see me open the true spirit Hall?" 

Ye chen turned to the demonic whale old man and asked. 

"I saw it, I saw it. Heavenly Emperor ye chen, you live up to your reputation. This senior is impressed!" 

Seeing ye Chen's strength and aura, like a god descending to the mortal world or a God of War, he had 

no reason to be unconvinced. He instantly transformed into a human and knelt on the ground, willingly 

following ye chen. 

"Hahaha, this is just the beginning. Demonic whale old man, I hope your talent is enough for you to 

enter the true spirit Hall and find your own fortune!" 

"Thank you, Your Majesty!" 

The demonic whale old man bowed and followed ye chen into the main hall. 
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In the hall, the sea water was surging, and all kinds of exotic flowers and plants were vivid and lifelike. 

These flowers and plants were naturally different from the ones on the continent. They were basically in 

the shape of long strips or jellyfish. Under such pressure, they floated naturally, showing their natural 

state. 

The surrounding spiritual Qi turned into bubbles, constantly rushing out. The demonic whale old man 

was extremely excited, constantly absorbing the surrounding spiritual Qi, his own aura gradually 

strengthening. 

There were broken walls and ruins everywhere in the hall, which was similar to the true spirit Hall on the 

continent. It was clear that a great battle had taken place here tens of thousands of years ago. 

No one knew what was going on in this battle. 

"Demonic whale old man, you have tens of millions of people here, but have you seen anyone else come 

to the true spirit Hall?" Ye chen asked. 

"Your Majesty, I really haven't seen it before. It's just that a hundred years ago, something strange 

happened here!" 

"Strange phenomenon?" 

"That's right. The surrounding faces were steaming and countless volcanoes erupted, causing the area 

within a thousand miles to be inaccessible. At that time, I could only leave!" 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen had to wonder if this was man-made. 

Ye chen threw out the eight-gate divine disc. Then, his spiritual will moved and the Emperor brush 

appeared. 

"The human Emperor's decree!" 

He waved the Emperor brush and carved the emperor's decree on the eight-door divine disc. It shone 

with golden light. Then, the power of the divine disc shone through the land within a hundred miles, 

lighting up the entire true spirit Hall. 

At a glance, everything was clear. 

What he saw was the endless corridor of the true spirit Palace. 

"What's going on?" 

Ye chen was extremely confident in his ocular skill but he could not see the end at a glance. This did not 

make sense. 

"Demonic whale old man, what did you see?" 

"This ... Your Majesty, I really didn't see anything. There was only a faint spiritual light in the darkness!" 

"Scattered light?" 



Ye Chen's brows furrowed. He looked ahead but did not see or sense the so-called spiritual light. It was 

clear that this light could only be seen by the demonic whale old man who had been deep in the sea for 

a long time. 

"Is there a guide to this spiritual light?" 

"The path ahead is deep and difficult to measure, but I can lead the way!" 

"Let's go!" 

"Yes!" 

The demonic whale old man bowed in agreement and led ye chen into the interior, following the spirit 

light's guidance. 

After walking for about an hour, what they saw in front of them was actually a large pool with a radius 

of a thousand miles. There were mottled bones in the pool, which was very strange. 

Ye chen looked at the skeletons and found that these skeletons were extremely powerful. Some of them 

were even as powerful as the demonic whale old man's main body. 

"Ah, this, this!" 

"How is it?" 

"Your Majesty, among these corpses are my clansmen! I didn't expect to see them here!" 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen sensed the presence of danger in his surroundings. These skeletons were not by chance but 

belonged to this kind of powerful life form. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Suddenly, the earth trembled, and the entire true spirit Palace shook. The water in the pool churned and 

countless corpses rose up, heading toward ye chen and ye mo. 

"Go!" 

Ye Chen's entire body trembled. The Dragon Qi surged and the surrounding space was crushed rapidly. 

Corpses fell to the ground one after another. 

Thump, thump, thump! 

Following that, heavy footsteps could be heard. Every step was like the earth shaking and the mountains 

and rivers shaking. Ye chen looked into the distance. Sure enough, a pair of cold eyes appeared, staring 

at him and the demonic whale old man. 

"Ah?" 

When the demonic whale old man saw those eyes, he instantly trembled. This was a natural reaction of 

his body, and it wasn't something he could control. 

"Demonic whale old man, what's wrong?" 



"I ... I feel a deep fear. What I'm seeing is making my soul tremble. This is the feeling of my natural 

enemy. How is this possible? I, demonic whale old man, am the Overlord of the deep sea. Who can 

make me feel such fear?" 

The demonic whale old man's mental state was already abnormal. He kept mumbling, as if what he saw 

was a man-eating monster. 

"Don't mess up!" 

"Yes, yes ..." 

Even though he said yes, his body was still trembling. 

Slowly, the body of the object that was being polished appeared in front of them. It was an ancient 

beast, the bi 'an giant shark! 

"Giggle!" 

The giant shark sneered at the two of them. His projection was so huge that even the true spirit Hall, 

which was a thousand feet tall, was crushed by it. 

"You actually barged into this king's domain. As the giant shark King, you should enjoy this meal!" 

"I'm just afraid that you won't have a good mouth!" 

Ye chen responded with a smile. 

"What?" 

The Shark King looked at ye chen, revealing his blood-red eyes. Those eyes were filled with ten layers of 

foolishness. They could even produce images of corpses. What kind of brutal existence was this? it could 

make these vengeful spirit corpses unable to escape its control. 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen did not hesitate and immediately attacked. 

"Hehehe, die!" 

The Shark King swung its huge tail like a toppled heavenly pillar with the force of ten thousand Jun. 

"Swish!" 

However, ye chenhong's great Buddha Palm managed to block this tremendous force! 

Chapter 2312 Underworld God Contract! 

The old man hai Jing, who had been intimidated, retreated continuously. He could only watch as ye chen 

faced the giant shark King alone. This kind of mental fear that erupted from the depths of his bones 

made it difficult for him to move an inch. Although he knew that he was detestable in this state, he 

could not resist. 

The giant shark clan was born with a power that could suppress the whale clan. This was a natural law 

that suppressed the clan. 
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"Hateful, so hateful!" 

As the strongest of the whale clan, the whale elder was in great pain. He knew that many of the whale 

clan's powerhouses had died at the hands of the giant sharks. Now was the time for revenge. What was 

he waiting for? 

On the battlefield, the giant shark King had already seen the old man's trembling body. He laughed and 

said,""Hehehe, boy, I didn't expect you to have a good-for-nothing by your side. Why don't you give this 

whale to me for dinner?" 

"You talk too much!" 

Ye Chen's cold eyes flickered with killing intent. The celestial Thearch sword in his hand suddenly 

slashed, and the endless sharp light headed toward the giant shark King. 

"Hahaha, useless move!" 

The giant shark King had absorbed a lot of spirit energy in the true spirit Hall and its strength was now 

limitless. It was a match for ye chen. Countless white lights burst out from its bloody sharp teeth and 

entangled the celestial Thearch's sword rays. 

"What?" Ye chen turned to look at the white light. It was very strange. It contained a special spirit 

energy that could easily weaken the power of ye Chen's sword Qi. This was the first time ye chen had 

seen such a situation. 

"It's my first time tearing a human apart with my bare hands. Hahaha!" 

The giant shark King looked excited. His entire body turned blood red. It was clear that this was a natural 

sign of their clan's agitation. Facing the deep sea shark King, ye chen was slightly serious. After all, he 

had lived in this place for too long. This was his home ground. Although ye chen was confident, this was 

his first time in such a deep sea. 

"Giant shark King, I will make you kneel before me and beg for mercy!" 

"Beg for mercy? Ah, hahaha!" 

The giant shark King let out a maniacal laugh. All the scales on his body stood up. He was truly furious. 

The human in front of him was actually so arrogant in the deep sea. He was simply courting death. If he 

didn't tear this person apart with his hands, where would his dignity be? 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

Countless small sharks rushed out from the surrounding space. These sharks were still shallow and 

belonged to the situation where they had half-opened their spiritual intelligence. However, they had the 

advantage in numbers as they surrounded the group. 

"Hahaha, I'll let you have a taste of the sharp fangs of this Prince's descendants!" 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 



Upon hearing the giant shark King's call, countless small sharks went berserk. They opened their bloody 

mouths and bit at ye chen. These small sharks looked weak but ye chen soon realized that their bodies 

were covered in a special type of psionic power released by the giant shark King. This psionic power had 

a strong adaptability to ye Chen's power. 

"Go!" 

Ye Chen's sword fingers moved and the sword Qi rushed out. The land in all directions was in turmoil. 

However, when the sword Qi approached the small sharks, it was weakened by the eye. When it hit the 

Sharks, it had less than one-tenth of its energy left. Under the water pressure, it could do almost no 

damage. 

"Hahahaha, kid, how do you feel now? Do you feel comfortable in this King's territory?" 

The giant shark King revealed a mocking smile. It was obvious that he thought that he had won for sure. 

In such a deep sea, even those with higher cultivation bases than him were not his opponents. 

Moreover, the opponent in front of him was only at the profound immortal stage. In his opinion, he did 

not need to rely on the home ground advantage to crush this opponent! 

Therefore, the giant shark King wanted to rely on its powerful suppression ability and then use the 

Sharks to devour ye chen. 

Every shark in the school was closely related to the giant shark King. It was a symbiotic relationship! 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

The school of sharks charged over, and the situation was critical. 

"Great emperor, be careful!" Finally, the old man hai Jing roared in anger. He had endured his fear of the 

giant shark King Weiya and reacted in such a way. After all, ye chen was his master. No matter how 

much fear he felt inside, he could not betray ye chen. This was his last bit of dignity. 

"Ah!" 

The whale elder was furious. He instantly transformed into a powerful wave shock wave and sent it 

towards the group of sharks that the giant shark King had released. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In an instant, five to six super powerful underwater air explosions appeared. The Sharks were caught off 

guard and were sent flying on the spot, fleeing in all directions. 

Ye chen nodded slightly when he saw the old man's actions. This was worthy of his trust. 

"Bastard!" 

However, this action obviously angered the giant shark King. He suddenly turned around, and his blood-

red eyes kept rolling as he looked at the old man. Suddenly, waves of invisible pressure made the whale 

elder's body freeze. 

"Old man hai Jing, if you can't even break through this obstacle, you're not qualified to follow me!" Ye 

chen said coldly. 



"This, this!" 

The old man was caught in a dilemma. Ye chen was right, but the opponent before him was so strong 

and could suppress him mentally. What should he do? 

In such a predicament, the whale elder thought of the various kinds of training he had done in the deep 

sea. What was the purpose of those difficult training? wasn't it for the safe development of the tribe and 

his own improvement? Now that he was so frightened in the face of danger, was this still the person he 

wanted to be? 

All sorts of thoughts churned in his mind. The sea whale elder suddenly felt his own psyche soaring 

rapidly. He turned to look at ye chen and saw a flash of light between ye Chen's brows. 

"Old man hai Jing, are you willing to become my contracted spiritual beast?" 

"I ... I'm willing to!" 

The whale elder had already acknowledged ye chen as his master. So what if he had become a 

contracted beast? 

"Alright!" 

Ye chen nodded slightly and continued to channel the sharpness into the old man's body. Then, he 

released blood from his finger, which turned into a blood seal and imprinted on the old man's forehead. 

"Underworld God's seal!" 

The apparition of the god of the underworld appeared and instantly locked onto the old man. The power 

of the god of the underworld entered into a contract, and the Old Man of the Sea whale officially 

submitted to ye chen. 

"Ah!" 

The underworld God's blood seal appeared between the whale elder's eyebrows. His spirit was 

completely different. He no longer looked intimidated. Instead, he was extremely powerful and 

overbearing. 

"What?" The giant shark King could not believe his eyes when he sensed the overbearing aura from the 

old man. His giant shark clan had completely suppressed the whale clan. It did not make sense that the 

old man was not afraid of him at all. 

This was the power of the contract of the god of the underworld. It had completely changed the mental 

state of the whale elder, allowing him to have the strongest self-respect! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

With the help of the underworld God Power, the whirlpool around the whale elder rose into the air. 

Countless bubbles surged, and the entire sea area became his territory! 

Chapter 2313 2318-Darkening Like A Whale Swallowing! 
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Fighting in the deep sea was not ye Chen's specialty. However, as the heavenly Emperor, ye chen was 

not only outstanding in martial strength, intelligence, and stratagems. He had long seen that the old 

man hai Jing was the key to this battle. As long as he used the underworld contract to stimulate his 

domineering energy, the old man hai Jing would certainly ascend with the support of the underworld 

power. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Waves rolled around the old man. Even in the deep sea of 20000 meters, his ability to control water was 

still outstanding. 

Now, he wanted to prove himself and challenge the greatest fear of the whale clan. As long as he could 

defeat the enemy in front of him, the whale clan would be able to live in peace for a long time! 

"Ah!" 

The whale elder roared and the dark power in his body burst out. The underworld God's power swept 

across the wilderness. Black and gold scales appeared on his God. The power of the whale was endless 

and the mighty power shook the water. 

"Hahahaha!" 

At this moment, the giant shark King suddenly laughed out loud, and then revealed a look of interest. 

He walked forward, and his huge body also shook the water. The aura of the whale elder was unable to 

break through his protective water shield! 

"Although you've absorbed a strange power and allowed your spirit to break free from the suppression 

of your race, your strength was not enough to look at this King before!" The giant shark King stirred the 

wind and clouds. Spiritual light flashed on his sharp teeth, and the sea whale elder's power was instantly 

suppressed. This was not the suppression of the laws of his race, but a special law. This was a cultivation 

technique that the giant shark King had cultivated in the true spirit Palace for a long time! 

"Come and die!" 

The giant shark King's dorsal fins all stood up, emitting a blue light. A super-large Whirlpool formed 

behind its back, instantly breaking through the water power created by the whale elder. Then, it swept 

its giant tail and attacked directly. 

Facing such a powerful attack, the whale elder's eyes widened. The black-gold scale armor on his body 

released a dark light, forming the strongest defense. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In the blink of an eye, countless whirlpools bombarded the whale elder's body, and the shadow of his 

true body appeared behind him. The black-gold glass rapidly extended, and he actually resisted it. 

Even though it was difficult, the old whale man had managed to withstand it! 

To him, this was a great honor. 

"Hahaha!" 



The whale elder laughed wildly. He was extremely excited. He was very proud to be a whale. 

"Giant shark King, I won't lose to you. It's still too early for the giant sharks to dominate this deep sea!" 

"You're boasting!" 

The giant shark King was furious. As the king of the foolish giant clan, it was a great humiliation for him 

that his killing blow, which had gathered the special laws of the true spirit Hall, was blocked by a 

member of the whale clan. He was an expert who cultivated in the true spirit Hall and could not lose to 

an outsider. 

"Giant shark tooth!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

With a loud rumble, the giant shark King's surroundings were filled with waves and the ground was 

shaking. Countless white shark teeth grew wildly, and in the blink of an eye, they had surrounded the 

old man. 

"What?" 

The whale elder's face was filled with shock. This was definitely not an ordinary formation. It was a 

killing formation created by the true spirit Hall using its sharp teeth. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The shark teeth grew rapidly, and they could even stack up. Soon, they formed a peak of shark teeth, 

pressing down on the old man. The old man had lost the chance to leave, and the only thing he could do 

was to resist the shark teeth formation. 

In the outside world, ye chen did not show much surprise. All this was still within his tolerance range. 

What he was waiting for was to give the giant shark King a fatal blow. Now was not the time. He could 

only let the old man sea whale force the giant shark King to its limit! 

"Old man hai Jing, you still haven't grasped the true essence of nether Shen power! Don't be afraid, the 

netherworld God Power has unlimited potential!" 

"Yes, yes, Your Majesty!" 

The whale elder naturally believed ye Chen's words one hundred percent. Now, he closed his eyes and 

focused on comprehending the true meaning of netherworld energy. 

However, the giant shark King stuck out its blood-red tongue and licked its hard lips. It guided the entire 

shark teeth formation to gather toward the old man. This way, the old man was in a situation where he 

was about to be crushed. 

The sea whale elder did not panic. On one hand, it was because of ye Chen's guidance. On the other 

hand, his thousands of years of cultivation experience and martial will allowed him to withstand such 

pressure. 

In the old man's body, the power of the contract continued to rise. The core power of the origin of 

darkness gradually made the old man realize the reason behind ye Chen's strength. It was the power of 



the origin of darkness that connected with the underworld God contract, allowing the old man to 

possess the abnormal ability of the black-gold glass. 

"Activate the strongest power of the darkness pool and merge it with your deep sea attribute!" 

The whale elder finally understood. He suddenly opened his eyes, and the power of the deep sea quickly 

surged in his meridians, and then all of it was injected into the dark contract. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The dark contract activated on its own and began to learn by itself. The power of the deep sea that was 

instilled into it was perfectly integrated. 

Then, a powerful dark force appeared behind the whale elder. It grew rapidly, and its speed was no less 

than that of the shark's teeth. This was a life-and-death battle between two huge creatures! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The power of darkness transformed into countless whale feelers, which grew wildly and entangled the 

shark's teeth. 

"What?" 

The giant shark King was stunned when he saw that the whale's whiskers were wrapped around the 

giant shark's teeth. He didn't dare to imagine that the sea whale elder had such a terrifying power to 

counter his shark teeth formation. 

"Impossible!" 

The giant shark King went completely berserk. He guided his shark teeth to attack in advance. He 

wanted to crush everything. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The shark teeth formation was activated, and the destructive power continued to play its role. The giant 

shark King once again released countless small sharks to cooperate with the shark teeth formation, 

trying to make the old man lose his last chance. However, he could not imagine how amazing the power 

of the deep sea would be when the darkness pool fused with the old man's power of the deep sea. 

"The power of the four Seas rises like a whale and sink like ten thousand Dragons!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The dark contract, combined with the power of the deep sea, finally burst out with the strongest 

destructive power. The baleen instantly tore the shark teeth apart. This was an unstoppable 

development. Countless shark teeth were shattered one after another, and at the same time, the small 

group of sharks was killed. 

"No!" 

The giant shark King looked desperate. He had spent so much effort to create these small groups of 

sharks, and now they were all dead at the hands of the whale elder. 



"Roar!" 

At this moment, the dark whale appeared behind the old man. It opened its mouth and swallowed the 

group of giant sharks. 

"Ah?" 

The giant shark clan, which used to feed on the whale clan, had now become the food of the whale 

elder. How ironic was this? 

"Very good!" 

Seeing that the script was moving according to his prediction, ye chen smiled. Then, the Dragon Spear 

descended from the sky and landed in his hand. He had calculated that the giant shark King was going to 

make a final struggle! 

Chapter 2314 2319-Shark King's End! 

The giant shark King's face contorted as he watched countless of his descendants die in the demonic 

whale old man's mouth. His entire body erupted with powerful water currents, and blue light flickered 

in a frenzy. 

"Mad shark's power!" 

The giant shark King released his ultimate power, and his eyes rapidly evolved. Another pair of eyes 

actually appeared. This pair of eyes was not used to see things, but to release the ultimate destructive 

rays. These rays were fused with the Shark King's strongest cultivation results, which was precisely the 

psionic power of the Mad Shark. 

"Demonic whale old man, this King will tear you into ten thousand pieces!" 

"Is that so, giant shark King? I've completely escaped your mental control. If you want to intimidate me 

with this method, you've got it all wrong!" 

"Whether it's intimidating or real, you'll know once you try!" 

The giant shark King's body began to charge forward fiercely. This time, he was going to use his body to 

crush the demon whale old man, making him recall the fear of the past. 

The demonic whale old man knew that the giant shark King was really going all out this time. Although 

he had the support of ye Chen's underworld contract, he did not dare to be careless. He was going to 

release the demonic whale power. This was a power that he had cultivated for thousands of years. 

Although it was not as powerful as the psionic power absorbed by the Shark King in the true spirit Hall, 

under the support of the source of darkness, it was also a rebirth. 

"Ah!" 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Countless amounts of dark matter flowed into the demonic whale old man's meridians, allowing his 

body to continue to ascend. Under the circumstances of not evolving his true body, he still grew to the 

size of a tall mountain. This was the unlimited extension of the source of darkness. 
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Seeing the demonic whale old man's body expand, the giant shark King sneered. It was as if this level of 

growth wouldn't cause him any trouble at all, because what he released was the ultimate power he had 

cultivated in the true spirit Hall for thousands of years. 

"Kill!" 

The giant shark King's extra eyes shot out spiritual energy rays, quickly sweeping through the demonic 

whale old man. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The demonic whale old man's massive body was actually able to fly in the ocean, avoiding the spirit 

energy rays while simultaneously using the most powerful whale fist. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The whale's fist struck the giant shark King's path in a frenzy. An attack of this level could easily kill a 

heaven immortal but the giant shark King was able to withstand these fist radiances. This was 

unbelievable. Even ye chen had not expected this kind of resistance. This was the result of his cultivation 

in the true spirit Hall and the display of the Super power of the Spirit vein's core. 

"Die!" 

The giant shark King opened his mouth, and countless sharp teeth appeared, attacking the demon whale 

old man. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Although he had the black-gold glazed armor, the demonic whale old man's dark energy was on a 

completely different level from ye chen 's. The giant shark King's sharp teeth easily broke through the 

black-gold scaled armor and penetrated the demonic whale old man's blood vessels. 

Blood flowed and the demonic whale old man's body trembled. However, he knew that he could not 

retreat. Before ye chen, he had to display his strongest fighting spirit. This kind of spiritual fighting spirit 

had been passed down to him by ye chen. How could he give it up so easily? 

"The six Meridian origin technique of the rising sea and rolling waves!" 

The demonic whale old man released his final power. This time, he wanted to fight the giant shark King 

to the death. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The power of the two sides clashed, and countless shark teeth were flicked away and shattered. 

However, the giant shark King's spirit energy beam still broke through the demonic whale old man's 

defense, piercing his body and crazily destroying his meridians. 

The sharp pain made the demonic whale old man's body constantly tremble, almost unable to support 

it. 

"It's not time yet. Demonic whale old man, you have to hold on!" 



Ye chen had been waiting at the side for a long time, but he was able to keep his composure. He had 

been waiting for the moment when the giant shark King revealed a fatal flaw. 

On the battlefield, the giant shark King madly bit and attacked. Even after the demon whale old man had 

ascended, he couldn't take it anymore. Fortunately, with the powerful recovery ability of the 

underworld contract, the demon whale old man continued to fight even though he was bleeding all 

over. 

"Kill!" 

The demonic whale old man released the six meridians Yuan technique, and six meridians appeared all 

over his body. The power of these six meridians was clearly different from the other meridians. The 

power hidden in these meridians was a hundred times that of ordinary meridians, and now it was put to 

use. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The powers of both sides continued to clash with each other. Then, they engaged in close combat. This 

was a life-and-death battle between two behemoths. The scene was vast and boundless. The entire 

deep sea was stirred up. The swirling torrent constantly shook the entire true spirit Palace, allowing ye 

chen to feel an even stronger fluctuation of the spirit vein. 

"The six meridians essence art is flowing back!" 

The power of the six meridians that circulated limitlessly all returned to the demonic whale old man's 

dantian. In the end, it turned into the strongest current and exploded. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The enormous demonic whale's power swept out and charged straight at the giant shark King. 

"I was waiting for this attack!" 

The giant shark King's eyes were bloodshot. There was only the old demonic whale man in his heart. 

How could he remember that ye chen was watching the battle from the side? he gathered all the power 

of the violent sand to fight against the old demonic whale man. In the blink of an eye, a torrent filled the 

sky and rushed to the ninth heaven. A hollow channel that rose up appeared in the entire deep sea. Ye 

chen recalled all his divine weapons and waited for this attack. 

"The heavenly Emperor's killing order is to kill long Wuji with purple lightning!" 

Just as the two behemoths 'powers finally clashed, ye chen found the giant shark King's final flaw. 

At this moment, the demonic whale old man was clearly at a disadvantage. All the scales on his body 

were shattered, and his six meridians power couldn't support it anymore. It completely collapsed, and 

blood spurted out. It was a terrible sight. However, as ye Chen's contracted beast, he could sense his 

master's position and knew that ye chen had made a move! 

"I'll take it!" 



The demonic whale old man finally resisted. The giant shark King's killing intent was revealed, and the 

ultimate spirit energy beam shot straight at the demonic whale old man's head. 

However, at this moment, a dark figure entered the giant shark King's Field of vision, causing his heart to 

tremble. 

"Ye chen!" 

The moment he saw ye chen, the giant shark King knew what was going to happen to him. What he felt 

was a sure-kill attack. Purple lightning and thunder, long Wuji. Even the power of the wild sand could 

not resist the sure-kill technique before him. Countless shark teeth were shattered, unable to protect 

the giant shark King. 

The giant shark King instinctively released all the Sharks but these sharks were no match for ye chen. 

They were not even worth mentioning. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Blood dyed the deep sea red. Countless sharks died in front of him. The giant shark King revealed a look 

of despair. 

"Rest in peace, giant shark King!" 

Ye chen waved his Dragon Spear and circulated the Wuji power. In an instant, he pierced the giant shark 

King's Head, aiming for its extra eyes. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

"Ah!" 

The giant shark King's Head was crushed by the purple lightning. It cried out in pain and then fell to the 

bottom of the sea. 

The giant shark King's body, which was as tall as a mountain, slowly fell and piled up with the corpses of 

all the Sharks. This was the fate of the giant shark King! 

Chapter 2315 The Deep Sea World! 

"Thank you for saving my life, master!" 

The demonic whale old man stepped forward and bowed to ye chen. 

He knew very well that although his strength had soared, he still had no chance of winning against the 

giant shark king who had activated the power of violent sand. If ye chen had not acted in time to 

assassinate the giant shark King, he would have died at the other party's hands. 

"Get up. The giant shark King's inner core is yours. " 

"Thank you, master!" 

The demonic whale old man walked in front of the giant shark King's corpse and activated his devouring 

power to instantly lock onto the position of the giant shark King's inner core, absorbing it for his own 

use. 
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After that, ye chen and the demonic whale old man continued to move forward, searching for the 

secrets in the depths of the true spirit Palace. 

After passing through the giant shark clan's territory, ye chen saw an even darker deep sea. The 

pressure of the surrounding space was completely different from before. Here, even an ordinary 

abstruse immortal might not be able to last for two hours. Of course, ye chen was not an ordinary 

abstruse immortal. To him, this kind of pressure was meaningless. 

As they ventured deeper into the true spirit Palace, even old man demonic whale felt uncomfortable. It 

should be known that his body had been upgraded. When he saw ye Chen's relaxed appearance, old 

man demonic whale was even more surprised. Ye Chen's strength was simply terrifying. 

Now, he believed that following ye chen was the best choice. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." Suddenly, a strange sound came from the darkness in front of them. This 

sound was different from the giant sharks. It was like a resentful spirit, a cry that went deep into the 

heart. It disturbed one's mind and could even cause hallucinations. 

"Be careful!" 

"Yes!" 

At ye Chen's reminder, the demonic whale old man circulated the power in his body to resist the strange 

cry that entered his ears. 

However, he was still in a daze. After all, this environment was completely different from where he had 

lived before. The pressure and the strange energy here could cause him to go berserk. Perhaps, he 

should be glad that he did not enter the true spirit Palace alone. Otherwise, he would have died here 

even if he was not killed by the giant shark clan. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The demonic whale old man felt a new scene appear in front of his eyes. There were many marine 

creatures wandering in it, but there was no danger at all. 

"This is ..." 

The demonic whale old man's spiritual world sank into chaos and numbness. The Tang clan's own body 

was very light, but it was constantly falling. 

Ye chen noticed the demonic whale old man's abnormality. He knew that if he wanted to dispel this 

abnormality, he had to first target those strange sounds. 

"Which demon is it? why don't you show yourself?" 

Ye chen let out a lion's roar, the voice of the Buddha Emperor, shaking the sea within a hundred miles. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

It was obvious that these deep-sea creatures were very sensitive to such intense sound vibrations, so 

their reactions were intense. 



Moreover, ye chen could feel that undercurrents had appeared in the surrounding space. These 

undercurrents were rapidly approaching and were even about to attack ye chen. 

"Ha, sneaky people, not worth a mention!" 

Ye chen sneered, then threw out the eight Heavenly Dragon Demon subduing mirror. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The demon subduing mirror was imbued with the Buddhist Emperor's power and instantly transformed 

into thousands of golden rays. The situation of the entire sea was displayed in front of ye chen. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

Under the golden light of the demon subduing mirror, those sneaky things finally moved first. They were 

actually some super large plankton that were constantly wandering in the deep sea. 

"Invader, you still dare to be impudent!" 

Even a threatening voice came from the deep sea, directed at ye chen. The demonic whale old man 

behind him had fallen into the control of these sneaky creatures. Their ability to create illusions was 

extremely strong. They were furious that ye chen had not entered their environment. This time, they 

wanted to carry out a bloody revenge. 

Tens of thousands of rays of golden light shone into the sea of forests. What one could see was a mass 

of chaos filled with illusionary hidden energy. It could be seen that the spirit vein in the true spirit Palace 

had attracted a large number of super strong deep sea creatures to cultivate. Many of them had 

developed their spiritual intelligence and even became super terrifying existences like the giant shark 

King. However, the unknown creature in front of him was obviously stronger than the giant shark King. 

His spiritual control was extremely strong. It was extremely efficient in utilizing one's potential. 

"If you don't show yourself, I'll tear down your underwater temple!" 

Ye Chen's angry voice rang out again, shaking the entire scene. Countless sneaky figures were crushed 

on the spot and turned into dust. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

The Dragon's Roar was too strong, causing the sneaky creatures to move restlessly. They all rushed 

toward ye chen, wanting to swallow him alive. However, they had found the wrong "prey". They were 

the real prey. 

"Since you want to die, then come at me together!" 

Ye chen waved his spear, and the Thunder Dragon venerable took form. The surrounding space was 

filled with lightning, and it was difficult to sneak past. Supreme Thunder Dragon's figure exploded out 

and a boundless might swept out. 

The sea water was stimulated by the power of lightning, and numerous counterattacks occurred, making 

it difficult for the demon hidden deep within to hide. 

"Roar!" 



The monster roared in anger, triggering thousands of waves to counterattack. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The water exploded one after another, but they could not hurt ye chen at all. All of them were blocked 

by the Dragon Qi Shield. 

"Hehehe, do you really think it's that easy to enter the ancient ruins of the true spirit Hall? Even if you 

kill the giant shark King, you still can't escape your fate of death!" 

"Is that so? you're just a coward. How dare you be so arrogant in front of me?" 

"Hahaha, demon summoning!" 

At that moment, the demonic shadow in the darkness waved its tentacles wildly, forming a huge seal in 

the sea. Then, the seal flashed with light, and the surrounding thousand miles trembled at the same 

time. These tremors were like the roars of ancient angry beasts, which was very shocking. 

Sensing this ancient power, ye chen focused slightly. He knew that there was more than one opponent 

before him. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The vast power stirred up a tsunami, and boundless sea water flooded over. In the deep sea, several 

huge pits appeared. The darkness inside was boundless, as if it was the entrance to hell. It was terrifying. 

"Demonic whale old man!" 

Sensing the impending danger, ye chen let out a lion's roar, waking the demonic whale old man. 

"Ah?" 

The demonic whale old man was jolted out of the fantasy world. Seeing the scene in front of him, he 

was instantly stunned. 

"Great emperor!" 

He hurried over to ye chen and faced the shocking change together with him. 

"Hahaha ..." 

Suddenly, a terrifying laughter came from all directions. It came from those pits. Waves of powerful 

energy caused a violent tremor. Ye chen could feel the obvious spatial power. It was clear that the 

monster had summoned a group of monsters through some method. 

"Why don't you all show up together and save me some trouble!" 

"Huh?!" 

At the mention of ye Chen's words, all the monsters that appeared in the surrounding deep pits glared 

with murderous intent. 

"It seems like this kid doesn't understand the power of my Deep Sea World at all!" 



"Skin him alive and break his bones, let him understand!" 

"Hahaha!" 

Chapter 2316 Battle God Ancient Netherworld! 

Ye chen released his boundless divine power to sense the source of these deep pits but he was still 

unable to sense them. It was clear that the source did not come from this deep sea. The monster was 

still shouting the name of the deep sea World. It was clear that these guys had formed the deep sea 

Alliance and this Alliance was most likely formed by the spatial power connection in the true spirit Hall. 

"You want to see my real body, and now I'll grant your wish!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 

A hundred li in front of them trembled and the sea water churned. A Super Monster wriggled its body 

and appeared in front of them. Upon closer inspection, it was actually an octopus-like monster. 

Countless hands were waving, but these tentacles were actually steel shells. This was a secret technique 

cultivated by this monster. It fused its body with the steel in the surrounding space to form this body. 

On the monster's head, the mountain-like teeth were creaking, as if waiting to devour all life in front of 

it. 

The monsters that appeared in front of the huge deep sea pits were all grotesquely shaped, and they 

were not inferior to the giant shark King. 

"Now that you've seen my true face, what are your thoughts?" 

The deep sea demon Emperor looked at ye chen coldly, revealing a sinister look. He had completely 

awed the little human in front of him. He was the master of the deep sea. He could control the life and 

death of all lives. No one could be arrogant in front of him. They had to kneel down. 

"Kneel down, kneel down, kneel down!" 

The summoned monster kept shouting, putting pressure on ye chen. 

"Old man hai Jing, step back. I'll show you what it means to have a million corpses when the heavenly 

Emperor is angry!" 

"Yes, great emperor!" 

After hearing ye Chen's words, the sea whale elder retreated three hundred miles to watch the battle. 

Thump, thump, thump! 

Seeing that ye chen did not kneel, the monsters in the surrounding deep pits all walked toward him. The 

earth shook, the mountains shook, the tsunami rumbled, and the momentum was strong, crushing over. 

Ye chen closed his eyes slightly. He did not care about these people at all. Even if their strength was on 

par with the giant shark King and they could kill a heaven immortal in seconds if they worked together, 

this was just a small trial for the celestial Emperor. 
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"Puny human, you're challenging my dignity. Do you know the consequences of this? That means that 

they'll be completely crushed without a corpse!" 

"I hope you can still be so confident when I get to you!" 

"Laughable, kill him!" 

Under the order of the deep sea demon Emperor, the waves within ten thousand miles shook, and the 

murderous aura filled the air. There was no way out. 

"Vajra overturning sea yin-yang wheel!" 

His eyes turned cold. The three moves of the thirty-three heavens creation divine fist were used at the 

same time, perfectly integrated! 

It was so powerful that the entire ocean trembled and the entire underwater continent was shattering. 

It merged into the power of Yin and yang. The wheel of life and death automatically rushed forward in 

three directions. This was the wrath of the celestial Emperor and the might of the heavenly Dao. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The three yin-yang wheels were like three or six soul-repressing talismans that came to claim his life. 

"Kill!" 

Several super sea monsters in front of him had blood-red eyes shining. They charged at him, but the 

moment they encountered the Yin Yang wheel, their bodies froze and they couldn't move forward. Buzz, 

buzz, buzz!" The Yin Yang limitless sword killed the living and the dead. The sea monsters in front of him 

exploded one after another, and blood dyed the sea red! 

"Ah?" 

The remaining sea monsters were stunned. They had thought that they could kill ye chen with their 

physical strength advantage but the first person to charge had been killed by ye chen. What was this? 

Their spirits were shaken to the extreme, but they were sea demons who had cultivated for thousands 

of years, after all, and would not collapse easily. 

"Let's release our divine abilities together and kill him!" 

"Alright!" 

The remaining sea demons released their secret techniques one after another. They wanted to rely on 

their strong foundation to crush ye chen. 

The ocean waves turned into countless demonic shadows, forming a demonic wind that completely 

covered the last trace of light. At the same time, the deep sea demon Emperor released his own laws 

and activated the power of the earth vein in the true spirit Hall. Even a golden immortal would have to 

consider such a terrifying attack. 

Seeing this scene, the Old Man of the Sea whale became nervous. He broke out in a cold sweat. Even in 

the deep sea, the terrifying atmosphere could not be concealed. The Old Man of the Sea whale gritted 



his teeth. He believed that even the heavenly Emperor ye chen would not be able to resist this attack. 

He wanted to help but before he could do so, a powerful force came and instantly stopped him. It was 

ye Chen's psychic message that told him not to move. 

"Emperor, are you really that confident?" 

The sea whale elder asked himself. After all, he had not known ye chen for long. Ye Chen's actions had 

indeed shocked him many times. However, this time, it looked like a shock no matter how he looked at 

it. 

"Heaven doesn't need to be confident, because he is absolute!" 

"Ah?" 

The whale elder heard the extremely high-pitched voice in his mind. The Supreme majesty of the voice 

made him completely admire the young man. No matter what, the temperament of the human youth in 

front of him was worthy of the title of heavenly Emperor. No matter who won or lost this battle, the 

whale elder had decided that the young man in front of him was the winner! 

"Emperor, let me witness the glory of the rebel!" 

The whale elder prayed in his heart, hoping that his prayers would improve ye Chen's luck. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The power of the demon Emperor of boundless darkness combined with the desperate attacks of 

several heaven immortal level sea demons. This was an unstoppable killing tribulation, a battlefield 

where only death could be seen! 

"At the beginning of the ancient netherworld, the life and death reincarnation spell defied the heavens 

and changed fate. Kill without mercy!" 

The eye of heavenly Dao reappeared between ye Chen's brows. Behind him, the god of the underworld 

and the ancient God's double divine shadows were shocking. This was ye Chen's attack that had broken 

through his limit. This was a killing move that proved his talent. This was the eruption of a primeval 

force. This was the proof of the Samsara of life and death! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The god of the underworld and the ancient God's double divine seals were engraved on ye Chen's back, 

forming a pair of divine wings. The entire underwater world trembled. The two divine powers soared 

into the sky and completely opened up the twenty thousand li underwater world. The sun's radiance 

actually appeared. This was an incredible ultimate battle! 

"Kill!" 

Ye Chen's pair of divine wings protected his body. He was disdaining the ancient netherworld war god in 

his strongest form! 

Countless violent waves appeared behind him, and a bloody path appeared in front of him due to the 

might of divine power. Nothing could stop the war god in front of him. 



"Kill!" 

The sound of killing shook the sky. Countless demonic energy transformed into demons of all forms and 

tried to kill ye chen. However, with the Dragon Spear in hand, the God of War was invincible! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Demonic blood splattered all over the nine Heavens-in the middle of the blood rain, a person's divine 

power erupted-he brandished the Dragon Spear in his hand, and the rapid killing light shattered the 

heavens-all the demonic creatures were annihilated! 

Countless demonic energy was reduced to dust under the spear. Ye chen slaughtered his way through, 

his boundless fighting spirit soaring. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Ye chen spread his wings and flew up to the top of the last pit fiend. 

"Ah?" 

Several powerful demons and fiends were shocked as they watched ye chen arrive at the trial seat. 

"Ancient netherworld unique move-moon destruction star!" 

Chapter 2317 The Core Of The Spirit Realm! 

In this deep sea, the water swirled and soared to the sky. The god of the underworld and the ancient 

God fused. Ye chen had transformed into the ancient netherworld war god. The entire sky was filled 

with the strange color of the ancient netherworld. He had become the only master here, ruling over life 

and death, ruling over everything. 

When the moon-destroying style was used, the sky changed color, and the sea water poured back. 

Standing on the judgment seat, the heavenly Emperor made the judgment, and all things fell. 

How could the deep sea demon Emperor bow down like this? his entire body was covered in blood-red 

clothes. All his steel arms soared into the sky and rushed toward ye chen, trying to kill ye chen in the sky 

and render his moon-extinguishing style ineffective. 

"All of you, charge!" The deep sea demon Emperor issued an order, and the monsters in the deep pits 

below moved out one after another. They didn't want to wait to be killed. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Their huge bodies soared into the sky. They used their strongest power, which was their ultimate 

resistance. 

"Hahaha, the trial has actually started. You don't have the power to turn the tables!" 

In the face of these demons 'ultimate counterattack, ye chen only sneered. In front of the ancient 

netherworld war god, he could only kneel and bow, ready to be killed! 

"Brat, don't try to be brave. Die!" 
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"Power of the deep sea, great fusion!" 

"Ancient ultimate skill, kill!" 

The demons below once again combined their powers and drew upon the power of the deep sea. 

Suddenly, strange forces shot up from the various sea pits below. This was where their foundations 

were."Boom, boom, boom!" The pillar of demonic energy that shot up into the sky was their anger! 

These pillars of light were all waiting for ye Chen's impact. This was a form of crushing. 

At the same time, ye chen used the ancient netherworld moon destruction style. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The sky was chaotic and divine power churned. The huge ball of light swept out in all directions. This was 

the true judgment of God! 

A powerful destructive force. No matter what was in front of him, he would destroy it all and turn it into 

dust! 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The deep-sea monsters who had been charging forward with all their might froze like statues when they 

encountered the [extinction]. Then, cracks appeared on their faces, extending to their arms and bodies, 

and finally, their entire bodies shattered! 

In the end, all the monsters turned into dust, and only the divine power remained in the sky for eternity! 

Meanwhile, the energy light pillar that shot out of the deep pit could not hurt ye chen at all. It was 

completely reflected by war god ancient netherworld's divine power protection. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Not only did this energy not harm ye chen, but it also wildly backfired on the deep sea demon Emperor. 

"Impossible!" 

The demon Emperor was furious and sent out countless steel tentacles. He had thought that the 

indestructible steel tentacles could be completely blocked. However, he did not know that ye chen had 

already dealt a fatal blow. 

"War God's power: Asura purple lightning strike!" 

He waved the Dragon-holding spear, and an extremely penetrating force, accompanied by purple 

lightning, instantly shattered the countless steel tentacles in front of him. Then, it formed a super 

lightning murderous aura and rushed straight at the demon sovereign's body. 

"Swish!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 



Along with the piercing sound and the endless electric shock, the demon Emperor's body emitted a blue 

light. Countless tentacles were shaking unconsciously, and it was completely paralyzed. Blood spurted 

out, and the demon Emperor's body trembled and shrank. 

"The deep sea demon Emperor is very powerful?" 

Ye chen was high and mighty, like a heavenly Emperor looking down on an ant. The demon Emperor 

below was no longer proud. It was the greatest misfortune in his life to encounter such an opponent in 

his first time out of the mountain. 

"This, this!" 

The demon Emperor's body was still trembling. As long as ye Chen's consciousness moved, the purple 

lightning would instantly take his life. 

"I'm willing to be your slave, but I hope you can spare my life!" 

In the end, the demon Emperor who ruled the deep sea had no choice but to kneel in front of ye chen 

and beg for mercy. He did not even dare to raise his head. He knew that his life and death were in the 

hands of the young man in front of him. It was too difficult to live. 

"Hahaha, deep sea demon Emperor, I think you're just a deep sea ant!" 

"Yes, yes, before the Emperor, I was an ant!" 

The deep sea demon Emperor could only agree without any dignity in martial arts. He only wanted to 

live. After all, he had cultivated for 10000 years. How could he give up so easily? 

"Find me the location of the spirit vein!" 

"The great emperor wants to find the core of the spiritual realm?" The demon Emperor looked shocked, 

as if he had many concerns in his heart. 

"How is it?" 

Ye chen could naturally see the fear in his heart. However, the purpose of his trip this time was to find 

the core of the spiritual realm. No matter how difficult the road ahead was, he had to take action. 

Moreover, he had already been defeated, so how could he dare to ask for more? 

"Yes, yes!" 

The demon Emperor had already seen ye Chen's Swift and decisive action, his invincible style. If he still 

wanted to disobey ye Chen's will, it was no different from seeking his own death. He could only obey. 

In the end, the demon Emperor wriggled his body and led ye chen and the Haijing old man to the 

deepest part of the true spirit Palace. 

The further they went, the more careful the demon Emperor's steps became. It seemed that he was very 

afraid of this place. This made ye chen more cautious. What exactly was in this place that could make 

shake so afraid? 

"Deep sea demon Emperor, what are you afraid of?" Ye chen asked coldly. 



"Your Majesty, the core of the spiritual realm is wrapped in an exquisite and almost invincible formation. 

I don't know what kind of person sealed it at what ancient time. I've tried many times, but not only did I 

fail to enter the core, but I even caused it to stir, which resulted in the dozens of deep sea pits. There are 

demons running rampant in them, and they have been subdued by me. If you touch the core of the 

spiritual realm without permission, I'm afraid it will cause an inauspicious event!" 

"Cause an inauspicious event? Hahaha, do you think I'm afraid of this nonsense? Demon Emperor, if you 

disobey my order, you should know that there is still a restriction of purple lightning in your body. Once 

my divine sense is fixed on you, you will die without a doubt!" 

"Yes, yes, according to the emperor's capabilities, there should be no problem!" 

The demon Emperor quickly bowed his head, not daring to disobey ye chen. 

Finally, after passing through an underwater passage, ye chen saw the core of the spiritual realm. 

In a large pool, there was a variety of colorful fluorescent lights. Surrounded by these lights, a huge 

white light core was suspended in the pool. This pool water was constantly emitting strange energy, 

which was very mysterious. 

"This is the spirit realm core?" 

"Yes, great emperor!" 

"Hmph, Demon King, you're not planning something, are you?" 

"I don't dare, I don't dare!" 

"Since you don't dare to, then prove yourself!" 

"What do you mean?" The demon Emperor trembled. He seemed to have realized ye Chen's intention. 

Ye chen wanted him to test the core of the spirit realm. The fear from long ago struck him again, causing 

his body to shiver and he did not dare to move forward. Previously, he had almost been trapped inside. 

Now that he was severely injured by ye chen, how could he dare to enter? 

However, before ye chen, he would not allow him to delay! 

"What?" Ye chen looked coldly at the demon Emperor. The latter could only move forward! 

Chapter 2318 Chess Piece Demon Emperor! 

The demon Emperor walked forward slowly, and the tentacles around his body grew out again. 

However, these tentacles were obviously much weaker and not as majestic as the steel tentacles before. 

However, he could only use these tentacles to test the danger ahead. Once the defense mechanism of 

the formation was triggered in such a place, his life and death would be unpredictable. 

Facing the core light array in front of him was no less dangerous than facing ye chen. This was what he 

was most worried about. He must not leave The Tiger's Den and enter the Wolf's Den again. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 
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The tentacle touched the water in front of him and suddenly made a sizzling sound. The demon Emperor 

quickly stopped and stopped moving forward. 

"Deep sea demon Emperor, do you want to disobey the emperor's order?" The old man hai Jing coldly 

shouted from behind. 

"I don't dare, I don't dare!" 

In his current state, even the old man hai Jing could easily deal with the deep sea demon Emperor. 

The demon Emperor's body slowly floated toward the pool. Then, he released his power. If he wanted to 

obtain the core of the spiritual realm, this was something he had to do. Of course, in the situation where 

there was no way out, the deep sea demon Emperor still thought of a way to merge with the spiritual 

realm core with his own wisdom and achieve supreme power. Then, he could kill ye chen and ye mo. 

This was his only chance! 

"Hmph, I'll risk my life. Ye chen, this is a chance you're giving me, hahaha!" 

The demon Emperor sneered in his heart. Since his life and death were not in his hands, then there was 

no need to say anything more. Fight! 

All of a sudden, the demon Emperor's movements rose rapidly and rushed toward the core of the 

spiritual realm. Ye chen was a figure of his own, so he instantly understood what the demon Emperor 

meant. The demon Emperor wanted to monopolize the core of the spiritual realm and increase his 

strength to deal with ye chen. 

As an old whale who had cultivated for thousands of years, the sea whale elder could also see the 

demon Emperor's intentions. He wanted to make a move but was stopped by ye chen. 

"Emperor ..." The whale elder was confused. 

"If he had the ability to get the core, he wouldn't be the one obediently bowing down to me now." Ye 

chen said. 

The sea whale elder had his doubts. After all, the demon Emperor was the only one who had tested the 

core of the spirit realm. His words might not be true. However, the sea whale elder had to obey ye 

Chen's words. He took a few steps back and waited for ye Chen's instructions. 

Of course, ye chen was not just guessing. He had already seen through the secrets of this pool. Someone 

had to activate the pool's defense mechanism. At the best time, ye chen would fly into the light array. 

Otherwise, just entering the light array would consume a lot of strength. The demon Emperor was only 

ye Chen's chess piece. He was not qualified to be the operator. 

The demon Emperor thought that he had seized a once-in-a-thousand-years opportunity. As long as he 

could make a breakthrough, he would be able to soar into the sky. 

"Ye chen, you thought that the purple lightning in my body was the best restraint. However, you don't 

know that it also gives me a chance to break through my limits. Hahaha!" 



He was laughing in his heart because he could transform the energy in his body for his own use by 

relying on the demon Emperor's Secret technique. This was something that only he knew. 

"Demon Emperor's Secret technique, bi an transformation!" 

Finally, before the demon Emperor flew to the core of the spiritual realm, he released the power of 

transformation. All the tentacles on his body stood straight and emitted demonic light, shooting toward 

him. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

These demonic lights were naturally helping him transform ye Chen's power of the purple Thunderbolt. 

Under the illumination of the demonic light, the demon Emperor's body evolved rapidly. The power of 

the purple lightning in his body turned into his own energy. The strength of this energy shocked the 

demon Emperor himself. He did not expect that just a strand of purple lightning energy would be so 

powerful. It was clear how incredible ye Chen's Foundation was. 

"What?" 

This time, he was a little surprised. He didn't expect the demon sovereign to be able to transform his 

power of the purple Thunderbolt. However, this was good. Increasing the power of the demon 

sovereign was not bad for his plan. 

The demon Emperor transformed ye Chen's might and, at the same time, integrated his own demonic 

energy to launch a desperate attack. 

"Demon Emperor chant, eight arms supporting the sky!" 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Countless tentacles soared into the sky, all of them emitting the might of purple lightning. It was ye 

Chen's power. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The power of the purple lightning had completely activated the potential of the demon Emperor. The 

endless demonic power turned into several rays of light and attacked the core of the spiritual realm. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

After receiving such an impact, the core light ball of the spiritual realm emitted a strange light at the 

same time. The surrounding pool water surged rapidly and actually formed a water blade automatically, 

slashing at the demon Emperor. 

"What?" The demon Emperor had never seen such a scene before. The water jet stream looked weak, 

but it was extremely sharp. It cut through the demon Emperor's newly grown tentacles as if it was 

cutting vegetables. 

"Ah!" Pained cries rang out continuously as the demon Emperor's blood continued to flow. His self-

righteous plan was about to be declared to be in vain. 



However, things had already come to this point. How could the demon Emperor be willing to give up? 

he flew up and exploded all his energy, wanting to fight to the death. 

"Ha, it's time for you to leave!" 

Just as the demon Emperor was about to fight with all his might, a cold voice rang out, causing the 

demon Emperor's heart to turn cold. He had to prove ye Chen's words. 

"Ye chen, you!" 

"You're working too hard, I'll take over your position!" 

Ye chen sneered. The immortal slaying Flying Dagger, the celestial sword, and the wandering Dragon 

Sword attacked at the same time. The immortal slaying Flying Dagger turned into countless saber 

shadows and instantly locked onto the demon sovereign's position, making it impossible for him to stop 

ye chen. At the same time, the celestial sword and the wandering Dragon Sword opened up a path. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The power of the black sword and the might of the Dragon Qi of the roving dragon Sword instantly 

blasted a path open. It was the middle path that ye chen had identified. 

"The core of the spirit world. This place is your only master!" 

Ye chen forcefully broke through the restraints of the outer light formation and rushed into the core 

formation. This action triggered the light formation's extreme backlash. Countless rays of light were like 

sharp swords, trying to crush ye Chen's ambition. 

However, ye chen had long expected this kind of backlash. All he wanted was to enter the formation 

easily. Now that he had achieved his goal, the only thing left was to break the formation! 

"Eight Heavenly Dragon Demon subduing mirror!" 

The demon subduing mirror appeared, and the eight gates divine disc bloomed with light. The eight 

gates opened together, and the image of the formation quickly appeared. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

All this information entered ye Chen's eyes. Although the formation before him was exquisite, although 

he could clearly see the structure of the formation, it was complicated and he could not lock onto the 

eye of the formation. This situation was enough to reflect the profound cultivation base of the person 

who created this formation and the intricacies of the layout. 

"Exquisite layout, Supreme formation? So what!" 

What ye chen needed was a challenge. A continuous challenge to create more miracles! 

"Emperor brush, seal!" 

He activated the Emperor brush and the word "seal" came out. The surrounding environment froze and 

all the water blades could no longer be moved. They were all sealed. 

As a result, ye chen easily withstood the extreme backlash of the light formation. 



"This is only the beginning!" 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed. He valued the core of the spirit realm. If he wanted to find the eye of the light 

formation, the most direct way was to attack the core and force the formation's eye to reveal itself! 

Chapter 2319 2324 - 10000 Demons Welcome! 

The entire ball of light was sealed by ye Chen's Emperor brush. The surrounding water blades were 

stagnant. This was a good opportunity. 

"[Starseizing hand]!" 

Ye chen released the star plucking hand and grabbed toward the core of the spirit realm. The Grand 

handprint was like a Buddha grabbing the world, instantly locking onto the core of the spirit realm. 

At this moment, the light formation in the surrounding space was revived. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The spirit realm core released a great power, reactivating the light formation. Countless water daggers 

were instantly awakened and all attacked ye chen. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, you're dead!" 

The demon Emperor, who was isolated outside, gloated and shouted. However, he was quickly 

suppressed by the whale elder. 

At the heart of the battlefield, ye chen was attacked by thousands of water blades at the same time. He 

was in grave danger. 

"Eight notes of Heavenly Dragon!" 

Ye chen roared in rage. The Chi of the eight Dragons in his body erupted at the same time. Eight 

heavenly Dragons flew out in all directions, bringing with them endless divine power and instantly 

shattering the thousand blades million puppets formation. At the same time, the Qi of the eight Dragons 

circled and flew up, locking onto the core of the spiritual realm again. 

The giant dragon soared into the sky and crossed thousands of miles! 

Circulating his double divine power, ye chen split open the sky with a single painting! 

"Human Emperor's one stroke splits the heavens and earth!" 

He waved the Emperor brush, and with the addition of two divine powers, his painting split open the 

heavens and was boundless! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The only thing he could see was the crack in the sky. 

The light array in the core of the spiritual realm was activated to its strongest state. Within this light 

array, a blurry human figure actually appeared. 

"What?" 
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Ye Chen's eyes focused on the figure, unable to recognize who it was. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

However, this person had activated the light formation's strongest counter. A vast ray of light collided 

with ye Chen's Emperor brush. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen flew into the air and wielded the Emperor brush. The heaven-shaking stomp descended. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The two powers of creation collided, and the vast power shook the entire world. At this moment, the 

demon Emperor finally understood that he had thought of himself as a schemer. Before ye chen, he was 

just a chess piece. It was wishful thinking for him to become an expert who could control his fate. 

"Ha, deep sea demon Emperor, now I finally understand the gap between you and the great emperor!" 

The whale elder sneered. 

"Sigh, I admit my defeat. As expected, the great emperor is invincible!" The demon Emperor could only 

kneel on the ground, not daring to disobey. 

Ye chen wielded the Emperor brush to suppress it, making a final stand against the light formation. 

"Ancient netherworld unique style, resplendent moon-breaking style!" 

War god netherworld's shadow reappeared, and ye chen broke the light array in front of him with one 

move. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The light formation shattered like glass shards. 

"Underworld God's star picking hand!" 

Ye chen released the underworld God's star picking hand and instantly locked onto the core of the spirit 

realm. A wave of primordial power surged rapidly toward ye Chen's body. The core of the spirit realm 

was finally in his hands. 

With the support of the two cores, ye Chen's entire body emitted a powerful light. He was so majestic 

that the demon Emperor could not even lift his head. 

"How could I not know that the deep sea demon Emperor wants to monopolize the core of the spiritual 

realm? Do you know your crime?" 

"This subordinate knows his crime, I know my crime, please spare my life!" 

"Hmph, you're all so stubborn and have betrayed me. Today, I'll place a restriction on you that you can't 

break!" 

Ye chen put his palms together. The Buddha's voice quickly bound him. The demon Emperor's entire 

body was within the range of the Buddha's eye shackles. Even if the demon Emperor had a mysterious 



cultivation method that could transform energy, it was still ineffective under the suppression of the 

Buddha Emperor's law. 

"Follow me back to the netherworld. Deep sea demon Emperor, you must be the fighting force of the 

netherworld and pledge your loyalty to me!" 

"Yes, yes!" 

The demon Emperor knew of ye Chen's heaven-defying abilities and naturally did not dare to disobey. 

"Old man hai Jing, I'll now transfer pure spiritual energy to you so that you can break through your own 

limits!" 

"Thank you, Your Majesty!" 

The whale old man sat cross-legged in the air. Ye chen released the spirit realm core. Instantly, a large 

amount of the purest spiritual energy continuously poured into the whale old man's meridians, allowing 

him to break through the limits of his talent and achieve a celestial immortal body. 

After the sudden change, the sea whale old man escorted the deep sea demon Emperor and returned to 

the underworld with ye chen. 

When the netherworld powerhouses saw ye chen return, they were extremely excited. Moreover, with 

the addition of a Super Fighter like the deep sea demon Emperor, the strength of the six realms Alliance 

had greatly increased. 

In the end, the netherworld would be guarded by old ancestor netherworld, with feather Emperor, 

netherworld old ancestor, beast King, and other powerful cultivators as support. Ye chen would 

continue to search for the core of the six realms. 

"Netherworld, spiritual realm, you're next!" 

Ye chen steered the Golden Lotus sword boat and returned to the true spirit Palace. This was because 

he could feel an excessive amount of spatial power from those deep pits. The core of the spirit realm 

was the foundation of all this. When he returned to the deep pit where the deep-sea monsters had 

appeared, ye chen immediately took a fancy to one of the deep pits. 

By circulating the power of the Spirit realm's core, ye chen used his ocular skill to see the world behind 

the deep pit. It was the demon Realm! 

After jumping into the deep pit and traveling through time and space, ye chen successfully entered the 

devil realm. 

However, the devil realm had been suppressed by ye chen before. Now, it was recuperating and did not 

even dare to participate in the battle of the devil martial realm. It was considered peaceful now. 

Ye chen did not waste any time. He immediately found the current demon master in charge. 

In the center of the demon Realm, a huge Demon City rose to the sky, looking very imposing. 

Today, the heavenly Emperor ye chen descended on a Golden Lotus. 



"W-what's that?" 

"He's like a god!" 

"No way! Are there really Immortals in our Devil World?" 

Many of the devil clans below were shocked. Their leader appeared on the mountain and was amazed to 

see ye Chen's Golden Lotus glow. 

"I'm the heavenly Emperor ye chen. Do you still remember me?" 

A thunderous Dragon's Roar instantly swept across the demon world for tens of millions of miles, as if it 

had entered no man's land. 

As soon as he said that, heaven and earth trembled. 

Countless demon armies, demon kings, and demon emperors appeared on the mountain and looked up 

at ye chen. 

When ye chen was still a low-level cultivator, he had already run amok in the demon Realm. Now that 

the most powerful abstruse immortal in the universe had descended, how could the people of the 

demon Realm not bow to welcome him? 

The Dragon's Roar and the thunderous sound of thunder naturally also resounded to the demon 

master's main hall. 

"Demon Lord, the heavenly Emperor ye chen has arrived!" 

"The heavenly Emperor ye chen!" 

Hearing this name, the cursemancer demon master's legs went soft and trembled. He wondered if ye 

chen had come to the devil realm because of the arrival of the devil martial realm. Was ye chen going to 

condemn her? 

All kinds of thoughts were in a mess, causing him to feel uneasy. 

"Demon Lord, the heavenly Emperor ye chen did not go on a killing spree. His current strength is more 

than enough to annihilate the entire demon race. Is there something else?" 

"Hmm ... You're right!" 

Hearing this, the Magus Demon Lord nodded slightly and quickly went out to welcome him. 

The cursemaster Demon Lord issued the demon Lord order, and countless leaders of the demon world 

appeared in front of the demon Palace, following him to welcome ye chen. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Accompanied by the roar of Thunder, the phenomenon of heaven and earth flourished. Heavenly 

Emperor ye Chen's Golden Lotus sword boat appeared. 

"The cursemancer Demon Lord leads all the demon emperors, demon lords, and demon kings of the 

demon Realm to welcome the arrival of the celestial Emperor!" 



"Ha, you're quite tactful!" 

On ye Chen's lone sword boat, a Golden Lotus sword path automatically appeared in front of him. Ye 

chen stepped into it! 

Chapter 2320 2325-Gate Of Sealing! 

Looking at the Grand scene of thousands of demons coming out to welcome him, ye chen walked down 

from the Golden Lotus sword path as if he was the master of the entire Demon Realm continent. 

"A curse master?" Ye chen looked at the leader who had led the demons out to welcome them. He was 

still a new face. 

"Your Majesty, I am indeed a curse master. It is my honor to personally lead the ten thousand demons 

to welcome your arrival!" 

The cursemancer Demon Lord stepped forward and continued to bow. 

Ye chen nodded slightly. It seemed that his name was still well-known in the demon world. Otherwise, 

the cursemancer demon master would not have obediently greeted him with such great gifts. In this 

case, things would be much easier. After all, the cursemancers and demon masters would be more 

familiar with the demon world's territory. 

The demon Lord brought ye chen into the demon Palace and let ye chen sit on the demon Lord's throne 

while he led the other powerhouses to sit below. 

"I'll get straight to the point. I've come to the devil realm this time to find the core of the devil realm!" 

"The core of the demonic realm?" 

Hearing this name, all the demons were shocked. 

"How is it?" Ye chen asked coldly. The demons all lowered their heads, not daring to respond. "Yes!" 

Only the Magus devil Lord replied,"Your Majesty, the core of the devil realm has been taken away by 

The Dark Emperor of the devil martial realm!" 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed and revealed his anger. He did not expect the Emperor of Darkness to secretly 

collect the resources of the devil realm. It was no wonder the devil realm did not appear in the major 

battles this time. They must have used the core of the devil realm in exchange for peace. After all, the 

combat power of the devil realm was useless in the eyes of the Emperor of Darkness. 

"The magic martial arts world actually dared to touch my things. Let's end this once and for all!" 

Ye chen stood up, revealing the celestial Emperor's angry face. The cursemancer, demon master, and 

the others knelt down one after another. At the moment, their Demon Realm was very weak. They 

could not afford to offend any cultivation level. They could only submit. 

"Cursemancer Demon Lord, I hereby announce that the demon world is under the jurisdiction of the six 

realms Alliance. Do you have any objections?" 
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"This ..." 

The curse Master Demon Lord looked troubled. He had not expected ye chen to be more direct than The 

Dark Emperor and want to completely absorb them. 

He looked at the other experts of the devil World. They naturally couldn't make a decision, so they could 

only rely on the judgment of the devil Master. 

"I'm giving you face!" 

"Die!" Ye chen shouted coldly. His entire body erupted with the powerful underworld God Power. With 

the support of his divine power, the shadow of the underworld God bloomed. The curse Master Demon 

master felt his spirit completely sink. In an instant, he had become an ant, kneeling before the towering 

underworld God. He would never forget this feeling for the rest of his life. 

"Yes, we're convinced. The cursemancer swears on behalf of the devil realm that he will obey the 

heavenly Emperor ye chen until death!" 

"I hope you remember your promise. Otherwise, the heavenly Dao will not tolerate you and you will be 

struck by lightning!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Before he could finish his sentence, purple lightning struck between heaven and earth. This made the 

powerhouses of the devil realm realize the difference between them and ye chen. They were even more 

aware that ye chen was far above The Dark Emperor. Whether it was in terms of strength or potential, 

relying on the devil martial realm was simply courting death! 

"Get up!" 

"Thank you, Your Majesty!" 

The demon master incantation master and the other Capricorn powerhouses stood up and sent ye chen 

off respectfully. 

After ye chen left, the powerhouses of the devil realm finally heaved a sigh of relief. They all looked 

frightened as they recalled that the ye chen who had wreaked havoc in the devil realm before was now 

so powerful. He was blessed by the heavenly fate and no one could stop him. 

"Change the flag immediately. We will officially enter the Alliance of six realms!" 

"Yes, Your Excellency Demon Lord!" 

All the experts went back and changed their appearances. The demon world had officially become a part 

of the six realm Alliance. 

After leaving the devil realm, ye chen headed to the devil martial arts realm alone. 

At this time, The Dark Emperor had personally joined the battle and joined forces with Ling Huang. 

However, they could not defeat ye chen. Such a difficult situation had already caused the powerhouses 

of the magic martial world to lose their confidence. Their strongest Dark Emperor was not ye Chen's 

opponent. What were they? 



In the emperor's demonic Palace, the hidden Emperor had already made up his mind. He wanted to 

activate the deeper powers of the magic martial arts world, and he vowed to destroy the entire 

netherworld. 

"Your Majesty, we've tried our best, but we still can't open the door to the deeper layer of the magic 

martial arts realm. It's difficult!" 

In the hall, a demon master said with a bitter face. 

"Detestable!" 

The Dark Emperor suddenly let out a cold shout, causing the entire Hall to tremble. All the experts 

present bowed down. 

Now that he was severely injured, it was obviously impossible for him to open the strongest sealing door 

in the demon Realm. He wanted Ling Huang's help but the failure in the celestial Spirit world was also a 

huge blow to Ling Huang. He did not dare to show his face now for fear of ye Chen's revenge. 

"Your Majesty, don't you still have the demonic core? is it time to use it?" A demon master suggested. 

"The demonic core ... Hmm, that's right. I still have the demonic core. This time, I'll use the entire core's 

power to open the door to the deeper seal!" 

The Emperor of Darkness turned around and returned to the sacrificial altar. He brought the core of the 

demonic realm and walked toward the sealed mountain. 

Behind them, there were countless powerhouses from the various major races of the magic martial arts 

realm. They all wanted to see The Dark Emperor open the sealing gate with their own eyes, and the day 

the magic martial arts realm would rise! 

The sealed mountain was enshrouded in dense demonic Qi. The entire mountain was hidden in the thick 

demonic Qi. If one entered this place without a strong foundation, they would be instantly devoured by 

the demonic Qi and lose all life. 

Step by step, he walked towards the gate of the sealed mountain. The Dark Emperor held the devil 

realm core in his hand and felt the extremely strong and pure devil Qi within. He hoped that it could 

form a resonance with the devil martial realm core inside the sealed mountain. This way, he could 

activate the sealed mountain and open up the deeper powers of the devil martial realm. 

"Demonic core, listen to my command, open!" 

In front of the sealing door, The Dark Emperor spun the core of the demonic realm and drew upon his 

strongest demonic energy. The demonic energy of the entire sealed mountain spun in the direction of 

the core of the demonic realm, forming a huge vortex. The demonic energy in the vortex would 

eventually be poured into the sealing door. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As mana was poured into the gate, the runes on the gate started to activate. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 



Then, above the sealing door, between the runes, lightning flowed, reflecting the image of a Capricorn 

head. 

"The sealing door is reacting. That's great, that's great!" 

"Hahaha, the rise of the magic martial arts world!" 

"Invincible in the magic martial arts world!" 

The experts cheered one after another. Many attempts had failed, and as expected, they still needed 

the core of the demonic realm to open the sealed door. In this way, the power in the deeper layers 

would become the greatest weight on their rise. 

"Hahaha, come, core of the demonic realm!" 

The Dark Emperor took control of the core of the devil realm and poured his energy into the Capricorn 

head. Immediately, waves of demonic energy came out from the sealed door. It was coming from the 

core of the devil martial realm. 

"With that, the two cores can sense each other. The firmament of the mo Wu world opens, and the Dark 

Sun and moon appear at the same time. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Then, the magic martial arts realm's Gate of sealing was opened. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

However, at this moment, a crack appeared in the sky. Golden light filled the sky, and sword Qi opened 

a path. The celestial Thearch had descended! 

 


